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Abstract—Fully packaged, polarization independent, integrated
acoustooptic 2� 2 switches have been developed which can
be also used as add/drop multiplexers. The devices have been
fabricated in X-cut Y-propagating LiNbO 3 and can be operated
at wavelengths around 1550 nm. They consist of passive polariza-
tion splitters and acoustooptic TE-TM converters with weighted
coupling. A filter bandwidth of 2.0 nm and a tuning range of 130
nm have been obtained. The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is<4.6
dB and a residual polarization dependence of 1.3 dB for bar-state
and 0.1 dB for cross-state routing has been achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NTEGRATED acoustooptic circuits in LiNbOare attrac-
tive devices for WDM communication systems [1]–[3].

Acoustooptic filters [4], [5] and wavelength selective switches
[6], [7] have been developed offering narrowband filtering
( 2 nm FWHM), broad tuning ranges (100 nm) and fast
tuning/switching ( 10 s). A unique property of the devices
is their capability of simultaneously filtering/switching several
wavelengths.

For WDM communication systems tunable add–drop mul-
tiplexers are key components. For example, they can be used
to add and drop one or more channels at distinct wavelengths
from a ring network [8]. Furthermore, it is possible to use the
devices for broadcasting which can be realized by dropping
only a small, arbitrary fraction of power at each node of the
transmission line. In WDM network nodes the devices also
find application as wavelength selective 22 space switches.

Most of the acoustooptic filters/switches investigated so far
use external polarising components [5], [9], [10]. If polariza-
tion splitters are integrated, simple, nonweighted acoustoopti-
cal mode converters have been used [6], [11]. Moreover, many
investigations up to now have been performed as “optical
bench experiments” without pigtailing and packaging the
devices.

It was the objective of this work to develop fully in-
tegrated 2 2 switches/add–drop multiplexers in LiNbO
with polarization splitters and advanced acoustooptical mode
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Fig. 1. Structure of the integrated optical 2� 2 switch/add–drop multiplexer.

converters with weighted coupling [12] on a single substrate
(see Fig. 1). Special attention has been paid to low insertion
loss, low crosstalk and polarization insensitivity. Moreover,
the devices have been fiber pigtailed and packaged allowing
an easy handling and a reliable operation.

In the following section, we present the design of the
switches/multiplexers and discuss their principle of operation.
They are built by a combination of polarization splitters, bend-
ings, and acoustooptical mode converters which are discussed
in Section III. Results from investigations of the overall device
will be given in Section IV.

II. SWITCH/MULTIPLEXER DESIGN

AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The basic structure of the integrated optical switch is shown
in Fig. 1. It consists of two polarization splitters/combiners
and two acoustooptical mode converters. The incoming optical
signal is split into two parts according to its polarization
components by the first polarization splitter. TM polarized
waves are routed to the bar-state, TE polarized waves to
the cross-state output of the polarization splitter (Fig. 2).
Assuming a signal entering at input port i1 the TM and
TE components are directed toward the upper and lower
mode converter, respectively (see Fig. 1). Within each mode
converter the state of polarization (SOP) can be converted
from TE to TM or vice versa. Behind the mode converters
the two branches are recombined within a second polarization
splitter being identical to the first one. If no mode conversion
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Fig. 2. Design of the polarization splitters.

takes place, each polarization component of the input signal
is passing both polarization splitters in the same manner (bar
or cross). The input signal is, therefore, routed toward the
output o1 of the device; the device is in the bar-state. If
mode conversion takes place at the wavelength of the input
signal, the TM (TE) polarized wave entering the upper (lower)
mode converter is TE- (TM-) polarized when passing the
second polarization splitter. Thus, the converted signal is
routed toward output o2; the device is in the cross-state.

The mode conversion is accomplished via the interaction of
the optical waves with a surface acoustic wave (SAW) being
excited by applying a RF signal to the interdigital transducer
electrodes. The acoustooptical mode conversion is a phase-
matched process, i.e., the difference of the wavenumbers
and of the fundamental TE- and TM-modes have to be
equal to the wavenumber of the SAW:

(1)

is wavelength dependent which results
in a strong wavelength selectivity of the acoustooptical mode
conversion. Tuning is accomplished by varying via the
SAW frequency .

By simultaneously applying several frequencies to the trans-
ducer electrodes, it is possible to switch several wavelengths
at the same time.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, we use two separate mode
converters with SAW’s travelling into opposite directions to
get identical frequency-shifts for TE- and TM-components.
Otherwise, a beat signal will occur at twice the SAW frequency
of 170 MHz if polarising elements are implemented between
the cross-state output of the device and the optical receiver.
This beating can reduce the performance of an optical network
drastically. It should be noticed here that, to avoid the beating,
both acoustooptical mode converters have to be operated at
exactly the same frequency.

By adjusting the strength of the SAW via the RF drive power
a maximum conversion efficiency of theoretically 100% can be
achieved. Reducing the RF power results in lower conversion
efficiencies so that the input signal is split and routed to both
output ports (power tapping function).

III. COMPONENT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

A. Optical Waveguides

The optical waveguides have been fabricated by an indif-
fusion of 7- m-wide 100-nm-thick Ti-stripes. The diffusion
has been performed at T 1060 C for 9 h. This process
yields single-mode waveguides in the spectral range around

1550 nm. Propagation losses are typically 0.1–0.2 dB/cm
in both polarizations.

B. Polarization Splitters

The polarization splitters are based on two-mode interfer-
ence in a directional coupler structure which is shown in
Fig. 2. The structure has been slightly changed compared to
the polarization splitters reported in [4] where the principle
of operation is explained in more detail. The splitting ratio
is defined as the ratio of the power in the unwanted output
port and the total output power. With an opening angle of

0.62 and central section lengths around 300 m
splitting ratios of more than 29 dB have been achieved with a
single splitter for TE and TM polarized waves. As mentioned
above each switch consists of two polarization splitters. It
is not possible to measure the splitting ratio of each splitter
separately as one had to cut the sample to do this. Therefore,
all splitting ratios given in this paper have been obtained from
the complete structure consisting of two splitters in series.
These overall splitting ratios directly limit the extinction and
therefore the inter-channel crosstalk in the cross-state output
of the devices [11]. The two optical waveguides between
the polarsation splitters form a Mach–Zehnder interferometer
that might have a path difference between its arms due to
fabrication tolerances. A nonzero path difference results in an
improved splitting ratio of the total structure. Assuming two
identical splitters and a path difference of zero, the splitting
ratio of a single splitter is theoretically 6 dB better than that of
the complete structure. Practically, the path difference is not
known, so there is a residual uncertainty regarding the splitting
ratio given above (29 dB for a single splitter).

It is not possible to obtain the excess losses of the splitters
from the measured transmission ot the switch structure as they
cannot be distinguished from the waveguide bending losses.
In former investigations the excess losses of a polarization
splitter have been measured to be 0.7 dB.

C. Waveguide Bendings

To allow fiber-chip coupling the two input and output
branches are separated by 165m; in the converter sections the
two optical waveguides are separated by 270m. Therefore,
waveguide bendings are required. We use S-shaped circular
arcs with a radius of 16 cm (see Fig. 3). An optical signal
passing the device suffers losses from four bendings. The
resulting total bending loss on a chip is1 dB for TM and

1 dB for TE polarization.

D. Acoustooptical Mode Converters

The acoustooptical mode conversion is a wavelength-
selective process resulting from the interaction of surface
acoustic and optical waves. Using simple acoustooptical mode
converters with a homogeneous coupling strength along the
interaction length (i.e., constant SAW intensity at the location
of the optical waveguide) the conversion efficiency as function
of the optical wavelength shows sidelobes theoretically9.7
dB below the maximum. A reduction of these sidelobes can
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Fig. 3. Bending waveguide structure consisting of circular arcs (R = 16
cm). The lateral offset is 82.5�m for bendings located between chip endface
and polarization splitter and 135�m for bendings located between polarization
splitter and mode converter. 2� is the opening angle of the polarization
splitter.

Fig. 4. Design of the acoustooptical mode converter with weighted coupling.

be achieved by cascading several mode converters [4], [13]
or using different weighted coupling techniques [14]–[17].

The devices reported here use a tapered acoustical direc-
tional coupler structure (Fig. 4). With this structure, a sidelobe
reduction down to about 22 dB is expected theoretically
[12]. The acoustical waveguide stucture has been fabricated
by Ti-indiffusion of 160-nm-thick Titanium layers into the
cladding regions. The diffusion has been performed at 1060C
for 24 h before the fabrication of the optical waveguides.
The directional coupler is formed by 110-m-wide acoustical
waveguides. One of these guides is straight whereas the other
one is inclined in the outer sections by an angle of 0.59
resulting in a linear change of the gap between 70 and 0

m. To avoid sharp tips which are difficult to reproduce
lithographically, the gap changes abruptly from 5 to 0m.

In the straight acoustical guide the optical waveguide is
embedded; in the other arm the SAW is excited via an RF
signal applied to the interdigital transducer electrode.

The acoustical directional coupler has been designed to yield
a complete coupling cycle for the SAW, i.e., the acoustical
power is coupled to the adjacent acoustical guide and back
again. This results in a weighted acoustooptic interaction
with a soft increase and cutoff of the acoustical intensity
at the location of the optical waveguide. With such mode
converters a sidelobe suppression down to about20 dB has
been achieved. A detailed analysis of the acoustooptical mode
conversion within acoustical directional couplers is given in
[12]. The SAW intensity distribution in the acoustooptical
mode converter has been measured by scanning the surface of
the sample with a focused HeNe laser beam and detecting the
optical power diffracted by the SAW-induced grating (“laser
probing” [18]). The result of this measurement is shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. SAW intensity distribution in the acoustooptical mode converter
measured by laser probing.

The two couplers of the acoustooptic switch are later-
ally separated by a 170-m-wide Ti-diffused area to achieve
acoustical isolation. It has been measured indirectly by driv-
ing only one transducer at the power level necessary to
achieve optimum conversion efficiency in the corresponding
acoustooptical mode converter and measuring the conversion
efficiency in the other mode converter (which should be zero
in case of ideal acoustical isolation). The unwanted mode
conversion has been measured to be below 1%. The optical
power converted by the “wrong” SAW suffers a frequency-
shift into opposite direction resulting in beating at twice the
SAW frequency. However, the beating signal was too low to be
measured; it was hidden in the noise of the pin-FET receiver
used for detection.

The SAW’s are excited via interdigital transducer electrodes
(500-nm-thick aluminum) consisting of 20 finger pairs with a
period of 20.8 m. To absorb the acoustical power behind the
transducer and at the end of the interaction length absorbers
of UV-curing glue have been deposited.

E. Fiber-Chip Coupling

To reduce coupling losses between standard single-mode
fibers and the optical waveguides the mode field distributions
should be well matched. The depth profile of 7-m-wide
optical waveguide modes is stronger confined (FWHM of
intensity distribution 4.3 m for TM and 3.5 m for TE) than
that of the fiber (6.0 m) resulting in coupling losses typically
larger than 1 dB. To increase the waveguide mode sizes we use
a linear taper of the waveguide width which is reduced to 5

m. Theoretical coupling losses are below 0.5 dB; practically,
the losses have been kept below 1 dB.

The endfaces of the sample have been polished and4-
layers made of YO ( 1.7) have been deposited as
antireflective coatings. To define the fiber’s pitch they have
been fixed in V-grooves fabricated by preferential etching in
the surface of Silicon. Finally, the fibers have been glued to
the optical waveguides using UV curing adhesive.
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Fig. 6. Switching characteristics of the 2� 2 switch. The diagrams show
the transmission for TE and TM input polarization versus optical wavelength
into the cross- and bar-states for both input ports.

F. Packaging

The 65-mm-long sample has been mounted on a copper
block, which can be temperature stabilized using thermoelec-
tric coolers. The switch is enclosed in an aluminum housing
(80 120 40 mm ) which also contains the electronic
circuit to match the impedance of the transducer electrodes.

IV. DEVICE PERFORMANCE

The devices have been investigated measuring the transmis-
sion of the broad-band amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
of an erbium doped fiber amplifier with an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) at a resolution of 0.1 nm. The ASE signal has
been polarized using a fiber polarization splitter. The SAW
frequency has been adjusted to yield polarization conversion
and thereby switching at 1556 nm. The results of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 6. The 3-dB bandwidth is
2.0 nm. In the cross-state transmission spectra (i1o2,i2 o1)
sidelobes about 18.5 dB below the maximum level occur at
the longer wavelength side that are mainly due to inhomo-
geneities of the optical waveguides [19], [20].

The transmission spectra i1o2 (TE input, upper left dia-
gram) and i2 o1 (TM input, lower right diagram) are quite
similar. This is due to the fact that TE polarized waves entering
input port i1 are routed to the same mode converter as TM
polarized waves entering input port i2. Therefore, both spectra
show the conversion characteristic of the lower mode converter
(see Fig. 1). Analogous, the transmission spectra i1o2 (TM
input, lower left diagram) and i2 o1 (TE input, upper right
diagram) resemble as well because both show the conversion
characteristic of the upper mode converter. It is obvious, that
the signal floor is higher in the upper diagrams than in the
lower ones. This is a result of the polarization dependent
splitting ratio of the polarization splitters. In case of the

Fig. 7. Switching characteristics of the 2� 2 switch for both input ports at
45� linear input polarization.

particular device reported here, the splitting ratio is 23 dB
for TE and 33 dB for TM polarization.

The transmission spectra into the bar-state show a rejection
of 20-dB worst case at 1556 nm. This figure is limited
by the splitting ratio of the polarization splitters and by the
conversion efficiency of the acoustooptical mode converters.
A crosstalk figure of 20 dB requires a conversion efficiency
of 99%.

It is worth to notice that even the spectral transmission
curves at 45 input polarization which are shown in Fig. 7
yield a bar-state rejection of better than20 dB for both input
ports. This can only be achieved if the rejection bands of both
acoustooptical mode converters perfectly overlap. An input
signal being unpolarized or polarized at 45is launched to both
acoustooptical mode converters by the first polarization splitter
so that each converter contributes with 50% to the overall
mode conversion. If the center wavelengths of the transmission
curves corresponding to TE and TM input polarization are
shifted against each other by , especially the rejection of the
notch filter curve in the bar-state output decreases. If, e.g., the
rejection is about dB for TE and TM input, it decreases
to 17 to 18 dB if 0.1–0.2 nm.

The problem is, that (as already mentioned above) both
mode converters have to be operated at the same RF fre-
quency to avoid beating effects. This frequency, together with
the wavelength dependent birefringence of the optical
waveguides, defines the wavelength of maximum conversion
efficiency in (1). Due to technological tolerances can be
slightly different for the optical waveguides embedded in the
two acoustooptical mode converters. This results in different
wavelengths of maximum conversion efficiency.

Obviously, this problem can be solved by using acoustoop-
tical mode converters with flat-top conversion characteristics
[5]. For the device reported here has been observed
resulting in strong rejection bands even at 45input polar-
ization. In a WDM system, the crosstalk from neighboring
wavelengths depends on the wavelength channel separation.
For a separation of 4 nm the inter-channel crosstalk is below

19.2 dB.
At 45 input polarization a modulation has been observed in

the bar-state transmission spectra (see Fig. 7). This modulation
is also present if the RF drive power is switched off. It can
be explained by the polarization dependence of the OSA used
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Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the transmission characteristics. The
device has been driven with a frequency of 174.5 MHz.

Fig. 9. Total RF drive power versus switching wavelength.

TABLE I
INSERTION LOSS IN DECIBELS (INCLUDING ONE FC/PC CONNECTION)

for the measurements in combination with the birefringence of
LiNbO . The TM polarized waves are retarded with respect
to the TE polarized waves when passing the device. After
recombination in the output port the optical power is launched
to the OSA that acts as a partial polarizer. The resulting
interference leads to the observed modulation.

The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of the switch can be derived
from Fig. 6 but it has been measured with better accuracy at

1556 nm using a DFB laser diode and an optical power
meter which is not polarization dependent in contrast to the
OSA used for the measurements shown in Fig. 6. The insertion
loss is dependent on input port, input polarization, and switch
state (see Table I).

The loss varies between 2.3 and 4.6 dB. The polarization
dependence is 1.3 dB in the bar-state and only 0.1 dB in the
cross-state. This is understandable as the main contributions
to the insertion loss come from bending losses and fiber-
chip-coupling losses and both are stronger for TE than for
TM polarized waves. In bar-state operation the SOP does not
change whereas for cross-state routing the SOP changes; half

Fig. 10. Simultaneous two-wavelength operation. If the channels are 8 nm
apart no perturbation is observed whereas the channels obviously affect each
other in case of 4-nm channel spacing.

of the device is passed in TE polarization and the other half in
TM. Thus, in the cross-state the average loss is independent
of the input polarization.

In Fig. 8, the temperature dependence of the transmission
characteristics is shown. The slope is given by

0.86 nm/K. Therefore, to guarantee a wavelength stability
of 0.1 nm a temperature stabilization of0.12 K is neces-
sary. Experimentally, the temperature of the copper block the
sample is mounted on has been stabilised to0.02 K.

Tuning of the switch is achieved by varying the acoustic
frequency; the tuning slope is given by124 kHz/nm. The
tuning range is mainly determined by the bandwidth of the
transducers. In Fig. 9, the total electrical RF power required
to drive the switch (i.e., to excite both transducers) is plotted
versus the optical wavelength. The minimum drive power of
44 mW is required at 1560 nm. The tuning range of 130
nm extends from 1490 to 1620 nm, defined by the wavelength
range in which the drive power is below twice the minimum
value.

To demonstrate the multiwavelength switching capability
of the device it has been driven with two RF signals simul-
taneously switching two wavelengths 4 and 8 nm apart. In
Fig. 10, the spectral dependencies of the transmission into the
cross- and bar-states are shown for input i1 and TM input
polarization. In the upper diagrams, a wavelength channel
spacing of 8 nm was chosen. In this case, an extinction ratio of
21.9 dB is achieved in the bar-state output and the minimum
between the transmission maxima of the cross-state output
is 19.2 dB below the maximum value. When reducing the
channel spacing to 4 nm (lower diagrams) the extinction ratio
in the bar-state output decreases due to interchannel interaction
[10], [22] and the cross-state output transmission spectrum
shows a significant overlap of the transmission spectra of both
channels.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have developed and investigated integrated acoustooptic
switches/add–drop multiplexers in LiNbO. The devices have
been fully packaged and fiber pigtailed. An insertion loss of
4.6 dB and a residual polarization dependence of 1.3 dB in
the worst case has been achieved. The sidelobe suppression
has been measured to be better than18 dB, the rejection of
the bar-state transmission spectra is20-dB worst case. The
tuning range extends from 1490 to 1620 nm; at 1560 nm
an electrical drive power of only 44 mW is required.

Two devices have been successfully demonstrated at
the European Exhibition on Optical Communication 1995
(EEOC’95) where they have been part of two OADM nodes
in a self-healing ring similar to that described in [21] which
was developed within the EU-RACE project “MWTN” (Multi-
Wavelength Transport Network). The OADM nodes have also
been investigated within the Stockholm Gigabit Network
and the East Anglian Network testbed. Further devices are
currently investigated in testbeds of the Research Institute of
the German Telekom.

The performance of the switches can be further improved by
implementation of acoustooptical mode converters witch flat-
top conversion characteristics [5]. This will make the devices
less sensitive to fabrication tolerances as well as temperature
and laser wavelength drifts. However, the device lengths as
well as sidelobes increase if the transmission characteristics is
flattened. To get a 2 2 switch matrix/add–drop multiplexer
with improved crosstalk figures one can also make use of dila-
tion, i.e., cascading the devices [11]. This results in increased
insertion losses which is a clear disadvantage as well.
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